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Prologue

1. What is ‘ethics’?

2. Principles of (bio)ethical deliberations

3. Ethics perspectives and professional 
disciplines



“Dr. Calain refuses to attend patient A, who 
is unconscious”. 

“This is unethical!”



• Common understanding: 
– morality refers to personal opinions of good and bad, 

right and wrong; 
– ethics (moral philosophy) refers to the theoretical 

reasoning over morality. 

• In other terms, ethics calls for reasoned debates 
over right or wrong courses of actions.

• Ethics should not be confused with social 
conventions, religious beliefs, political opinions, 
or the law.



Surveying and Mapping Law of 
the People’s Republic of China

• According to the Law, private surveying and mapping 
activities are illegal in mainland China. 

• China's state media has released a news article about 
illegal mapping efforts as a threat to national security. 

• …any foreigner collecting geographical data without 
permission will be "severely punished". 

http://english.gov.cn/laws/2005-10/09/content_75314.htm



China News Service 2014-09-09

‘Foreign national deported for 
illegal mapping’

A Japanese national was caught illegally surveying 
and mapping in Shaanxi Province and was 
deported, marking the latest foreigner involved in 
such misconduct in China, …

The Japanese individual began mapping in 
Qingyang, Gansu Province, along the Qinling 
Mountains, with surveying and mapping equipment, 
employing local cars and drivers to disguise himself 
as a tourist, said an official with the Shaanxi 
Administration of Surveying, Mapping and 
Geoinformation. He was caught in Baoji, Shaanxi 
Province.

"Their mapping is for military purposes in most 
cases," said Zhang Zhaozhong, a military expert at 
the PLA National Defense University.
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Dr. Marduk
Dr. Marduk, an infamous clinician, 
has a hobby: he is conducting 
private research in his spare time.

Marduk has isolated a new 
substance (S) that produces 
convulsions in rats and he is curious 
to test it in humans. 
One of his patients (Ashur) is 
serving prison time in an antique 
facility (36º21′34″N, 43º9′10″ E). 

Dr. Marduk finds it convenient to test substance (S) on Ashur, claiming 
that (S) is a new drug that will improve Ashur’s depression.



Common principles of 
biomedical ethics

• Autonomy: “respect the patient’s choices”, “tell 
the truth”, “seek consent”, “privacy”, 
“confidentiality”

• Beneficence: “seek the patient’s benefit first”

• Non-maleficence: “do not harm”

• Justice: “treat people fairly”
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Humanitarian ethics: triage

Port-au-Prince, Haiti Jan. 2010 
© Stefano Zannini /MSF 



Ethics perspectives and 
professional disciplines

Medical ethics

Ethics of 
photojournalism

Humanitarian ethics

Ethics of 
cartography



Ethics and cartography: 
original concerns

• Accuracy of data

• Socio-cultural issues

Harley JB (1990). Cartography, ethics and social theory. 
Cartographica 27(2), 1-23.







Ethics and cartography: 
new concerns

Mapping demographic, cultural, social or 
health features of populations can have 
positive, neutral or negative consequences 
on individuals and communities.



Retail Research Data - RRD
The primary purpose of Retail Research Data website is 
to enable insight and store location analysts working in 
retail organisations to get easy access to free datasets 
which may be of value to their businesses. 



Ethnic groups: Highbury East, London

Dataset: Ethnic Group, 2011 (QS201EW) 
Source: Office for National Statistics 



‘If you want to check your backyard 
for murder convicts released by 
DHS, we’ve got a map for that’

(Independent Journal Review 2014)

http://www.ijreview.com/2014/08/170988-backyard-check-murder-convicts/

Criminal alien releases by ZIP code



Mapping vertically: Seattle 2014



Seattle woman spots drone outside her 
26th-floor apartment window, feels ‘violated’

Washington Post, June 25, 2014

Early this morning, a man who identified himself as the man who sent 
the drone contacted Pleiss and said he was a small business owner 
from Portland, Oregon. The man told Pleiss that his crew was taking 
photographs of the area for a building they are developing 20 minutes 
east of Pleiss’ apartment, she said.



Remote sensing
‘Diego Cortijo used a zoom lens to photograph these members of the 

Masco-Piro tribe in Peru. According to Survival International, this is the 
closest they have ever been seen’. 

D.Cortijo/uncontactedtribes.org



Mapping and public health

Mapping for public health purposes carries 
important benefits for individuals and communities
•Access (base map)

•Demography

•Disease incidence distribution

•Risk mapping

•Predictive models

•Research (hypothesis testing, geo-correlations)



Ebola outbreak, Yambuku 1976 
(Peter Piot)

http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-28262541 



Ebola outbreak, Macenta 2014



Descriptive epidemiology
(e.g. outbreak investigation)

• Case definition

• Time

• Place 

• Person

• Cause



1854 Broad Street cholera outbreak
John Snow



Descriptive epidemiology: 
types of data



Disease maps and identifying data



Disease maps and identifying data



Disease maps and identifying data



Is geographical anonymity 
possible?

Medical dementia outbreak

New cases September 2014

ID Name Age Sex Profession Address Location

D34 Calain 57 M physician Geneve

D35 Marduk 33 M physician Nineveh

Medical dementia outbreak

New cases September 2014

ID Name Age Sex Profession Address Location

D34 xxxx 57 M physician Geneve 46°12'59“ N,  6° 8'52“ E
D35 yyyy 33 M physician Nineveh 36°21'34" N, 43°9'10″E



Conclusions 1: 
Data collection

• From an ethics perspective, GIS data collected 
for public health purposes are not different from 
other public health data.

• Depending on uses and purposes, mapping 
peoples’ features (including health) can have 
benefits but also cause harms.

• Data collection and uses should be respectful of 
dignity, privacy and confidentiality, provide 
benefits and minimize harms.



Informational harms

1. Harms to project participants

2. Harms to trust relationships

An ethical framework for public health projects. 
Public Health Ontario, Discussion Paper June 2011.



Informational harms

1. Harms to project participants
The collection or disclosure of information may lead to 

psychological distress, discrimination, stigmatization or 
economic loss of individuals or communities. 

Projects may also cause dignitary harm, by failing to show 
respect for individuals or communities, even where no 
consequential harm or injury has occurred, such as 
through privacy breaches or use of information without 
prior consent.

2. Harms to trust relationships
An ethical framework for public health projects. 
Public Health Ontario, Discussion Paper June 2011.



Informational harms

1. Harms to project participants
2. Harms to trust relationships
Public health projects may also lead to loss of trust in 

public health service providers, with negative 
consequences extending beyond the project in 
question. 

An ethical framework for public health projects. 
Public Health Ontario, Discussion Paper June 2011.



Dual use of public health:
Operation Neptune Spear

Dr. Shakil AfridiOsama bin Laden’s compound, 
Abottabbad

34º10′09.51″N 73º14′32.78″E

http://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Osama_bin_Laden's_compound_in_Abbottabad&params=34_10_09.51_N_73_14_32.78_E_type:landmark_region:PK-NW


Ethical calculus: 
GIS data for public health

• Data collection
• Data sharing
• Data publication



http://phe.oxfordjournals.org/content/4/1/4.full.pdf+html

Data sharing
Public health emergencies

Arguments against data sharing: 
(i) data property and ownership, 
(ii) just distribution of benefits and burdens and 
(iii) the contemporary competitive ethos of science. 

Moral arguments in favour of data sharing: 
(i) Reciprocity
(ii) Solidarity

Conclusion: Data sharing is not only constitutive of good scientific 
practice, but is the morally sound default position in public health 
emergencies.



Consent to publication of data 
for research

Categories of epidemiological research for which 
consent may be waived include:

a. the use of personally non-identifiable materials; 
b. the use of personally identifiable materials with 

special justification; 
c. studies performed within the scope of regulatory 

authority; 
d.studies using health-related registries that are 

authorized under national regulations; 
e.cluster-randomized trials.

International Ethical Guidelines for 
Epidemiological Studies, CIOMS 2008



GIS data collection and 
consent

• GIS technology makes it technically feasible to 
collect public health data without individual 
consent.

• Difference between “sensitive” (operational 
perspective) and “harmful” (ethical perspective)

Medical dementia outbreak

New cases September 2014

ID Name Age Sex Profession Address Location

D34 xxxx 57 M physician Geneve 46°12'59“ N,  6° 8'52“ E
D35 yyyy 33 M physician Nineveh 36°21'34" N, 43°9'10″E



Conclusions 2: GIS data 
collection, ethical perspective

• When individual consent is not warranted, 
feasible or appropriate, 

surveyors, cartographers and users need to 
be aware of the burdens and risks for individuals 
and communities surveyed and act accordingly.

• In particular, they should be open toward 
communities about the purpose, benefits and 
burden/risks of GIS data collection and sharing.



Conclusions 2: GIS data 
collection, ethical perspective

• Ways to minimize burdens and risks: 
- collecting only as much information necessary to 

achieve the survey objective
- collecting non-identifying information where possible: 

e.g. disaggregate clusters to the strict minimum 
needed

- limiting the data fields
- employing appropriate security measures for the 

protection of privacy and confidentiality.
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